PLATFORM PROJECTS

PLATFORM
PROJECTS

LOW COST SOURCING

Global sourcing for the global marketplace

TYPICAL 10 WEEK LEAD TIME

Note: Product delivery channel options can impact this

OLG Platform is a specialist project strategem bringing
following advantages and benefits –

CUSTOM COLOURS/FINISHES/FABRICS

CUSTOM SIZES
DETAILED PACKAGING

Labelled to suit market requirements and/or custom branding

PRODUCT DESIGN ASSISTANCE

In-house CAD technicians & engineering specialists

INSTALLATION SUPPORT
Full service and support

COMPONENT ONLY SUPPLY

Frames, fittings, fabrics, made to order

PROJECT TYPES
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ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
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CONFERENCE

EDUCATION

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
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ACCOMODATION

COMPONENT SUPPLY
ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
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ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

THE SMARTER WAY
TO A DESIGNER
WORKPLACE

ABW OFFICE
Activity based working provides people with the power of choice! Choosing from a range
of environments that best suit the task at hand from high to low focus, and individual to
collaborative tasks. ABW allows team members to freely move around the space and find a
setting that will allow them to easily collaborate or focus.
This is another area where attention to detail goes a long way, and OLG provide a wide range of
knowledge and options to help create a fully customised and personalised ABW Office.

ACOUSTIC
SOLUTIONS
PROJECT/BREAKOUT
TABLES

ACOUSTIC
SOLUTIONS
LOCKERS &
CUSTOM
JOINERY

ACOUSTIC
SOLUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL
UPHOLSTERY BRANDS

MEETING SPACES

LOUNGE SEATING

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

OFFICE
Modern offices come in all shapes, sizes and configurations – from the
modest, one-desk den, to open-plan hubs spanning entire building levels.
Regardless of complexity, all office environments should be designed to
promote comfort and productivity in the workplace.
OLG has the knowledge and experience required to provide office interiors
that complement your corporate identity. Everything can be customised, right
down to the individual components and detail in the joinery.

FABRIC CHOICE

CUSTOM STORAGE

CUSTOM SCREENS

LAMINATE COLOURS

POWDERCOATING

CONFERENCE
There is no “one size fits all” solution for conference furniture, which is why
the OLG Platform strategem is the perfect solution. High density seating and
tables allow for quick and easy setup, and a wide range of colours and finishes
ensure that every application can be tailored to suit.

FOAM CHOICES

TROLLEY SYSTEMS

FABRIC CHOICES

TABLES

BACKREST SHAPES

EDUCATION
Modern classrooms and training facilities are designed to promote freedom
of thought and clarity of mind. Open, flexible learning environments are often
preferred, and furniture is integral to the success of this endeavour.
OLG education options allow you to create stimulating learning environments
where students and facilitators can stay focused and innovative.

COLLABORATIVE
SPACES

ACOUSTIC BAFFLE

TABLES

SEATING

STUDY PODS

CUSTOM STORAGE

ACCOMODATION
Student accommodation spaces need to be durable, consistent and practical. The
OLG production can be changed and tweaked to fit in with the aesthetics, sizes and
fitout quality required. Smart design principles are applied to ensure easiest installation
process possible and best in class fittings are used to ensure long term quality. (our
hinge range has been tested to 20 times the global standard for durability) Melamine
Joinery, steel frames, fabric features and loose furniture are all within our capabilities.

CORIAN

STUDENT
ACCOMODATION

KITCHENETTES

STORAGE

BED HEADS

COMPONENT SUPPLY
Our long journey on offshore manufacturing has bought many connections in many
different areas. Basic light steel fabrication to sheet metal componentry; injection moulded
plastic parts to engineering grade components; engineered stone to solid phenolic
surfaces; all this combined with an understanding of when to use a short manufacturing
run versus a making a mould for mass production. Our team can quickly assist with advice,
cost & lead time estimates from the most cost effective, trustworthy sources in the world.

STEEL FABRICATION

STAINLESS FABRICATION

INJECTION MOULDED
PARTS

CORIAN

OEM FRAME SYSTEMS

DELIVERY
CHANNELS

UNITED KINGDOM
EUROPE

CANADA

CHINA

UNITED STATES

ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

CASE
STUDIES
OLG have been paving the smarter way to a designer workplace
by creating and delivering custom workspaces both nationwide
and internationally for over 10 years. They continue to give clients
a truly unique and personal working environments, on budget
and on time. Explore a range of their work:

Sydney 02 8188 2732
Melbourne 03 9111 0315
Brisbane 07 3733 1923
Adelaide 08 7111 0810
Perth 08 9468 2707
info@olgoffice.com

myolg.online | olgoffice.com | officedesigner.net | motionoffice.com

